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• Jim Stoppani’s Encyclopedia of Muscle & Strength, Second Edition, is a thorough training guideline
and reference that provides•re seeking.• evaluations of equipment choices, including TRX, BOSU,
and kettlebells;Finally, a research-based book that covers almost all facets of optimizing the
advancement of muscle and strength.Choose from 381 exercises offered for 13 muscles and the
whole body.• most recent nutrition information for losing weight and increasing muscle mass;•
presentations of the best exercises, including bodyweight, for adding strength and mass; Plus, each
of the 116 training applications is rated relating to workout duration, the projected time frame for
achieving measurable outcomes, degree of difficulty, and general effectiveness.s Encyclopedia of
Muscles & Strength may be the ultimate source for pinpointing and achieving the results you’
explanations of the function and importance of each muscle mass group; Proper technique for each
exercise is tailored to the kind of resistance used, end up being it free weights, weight machines, or
bodyweight. and•Recent Muscle & Fitness senior science editor Jim Stoppani covers each topic in
detail. His advice will help you conquer any issue or plateau you encounter. So build your
knowledge base to build a better body. Jim Stoppani’ descriptions and types of various kinds of
workouts and programs and their results. definitions of key terms and concepts;
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This is not only a practical guide for beginners but it's great for the seasoned trainer who is suffering
from dementia . Be prepared to spend a number of hours going through the book to be able to
determine what exercises are better to achieve your goals.. Great book All I need to know and a
little more. This is not only a useful guide for newbies but it's great for the seasoned trainer who is
suffering from dementia (can't recall some exercises, routines, lingo, etc). I recently decided to work
to put even more mass on these arriving months and this has helped me use of my year long
stagnation within the last two weeks. Additionally it is well-written to communicate concepts to non-
experts/non-scientists. Read it, take down notes, retain, and style your routine. I want I had found
out this 8 years ago when I started doing my homework. Wow! Awesome book. Simply awesome!
There are plenty of other great authors of be aware: Dan John, because he is just so much fun to
learn (though I just don’t believe the goblet squat he raves about will probably be worth doing,
sorry), Michael Lewis will a very good job, lessor known maybe but brilliantly thought through is
Angelo Grinceri’s book on powerful cable work (Intrinsic WEIGHT TRAINING) , Michael Boyle is
definitely your go-to guy for functional training, actually Jim Wendler deserves honorable point out
for offering many people a good year long program, but the among these: the 1st 3 mentioned are
the most effective and life altering. Do not buy if you are searching for a casual reference book, it'll
overwhelm you. Stoppani isn't the only one who can teach people of this, but I do enjoy having this
publication as a reference, and I trust most of what he says.. the author appears to become a man
on a mission to get scientific truths, instead of counting on anecdote or myth.Pleased with the
purchase. I cannot imagine how he were able to pack so much into one book and also get as
ripped as he is. Perhaps he went a bit overboard on the tat’s which tended to maintain me
skeptical, but I was completely unfair there, it’s a genuinely great publication (and woefully rare
works extremely well in Kindle format!).I encourage a potential purchaser to try the sample (Kindle) to
examine the expansive Desk Of Contents, and browse the first two provided chapters to enjoy the
standard of writing--a true pleasure to read--and to appreciate the overall content material of the
book. One is Tag Rippetoe, Starting Strength (really, it’s the “Talmud” of barbell training), next are
Pavel’s books on Kettlebell schooling, and 3rd is normally Jim’s book here. Definitive Volume, Not
for Casual Use This appears to be the definitive book for weight training. Don’t move them up. Is
really an encyclopedic style reserve. Strong work from a knowledgeable author about the secrets of
strength and mass gains for the female or male body-builder, multi-sport athlete, or one who seeks
general fitness.I would say as a Gym owner and certified power coach there are 3 giant authors
you must not pass up. Some may be reluctant to get the book for $15, but, with no advertising, no
BS, simply straight science-backed info, this nearly 600-page tome has the "meat" of at least 30
bodybuilding magazines--maybe more. In addition workout plans details is supplied in thr form of a
glossary for all methods highlighted. Starting the programs and can't wait to see and experience if
they lead to results in 12 weeks.), but there is absolutely no questioning the fact that he backs up
his opinions with information in this encyclopedic reserve. MOst books, including traditional such as
Arnold's encyclopedia, are anecdotal evidence in line with the one man's experience. While Stoppani
does talk about his experiences, it is refreshing to find real citations to scientific studies within the
text; Really great This is a *must-read* for strength and conditioning trainers, athletes, and Pre-
athletes.Finally, I can attest that this book (other than the first fifty pages roughly) is not a
straightforward re-hashing of basic information that whoever has hung away at a gym for three-a
few months would know; it really is an advanced program of fitness routines, particular exercises,
and nutritional assistance for individuals who already know the fundamentals, but who wish to take
it to another level. It’s got a gigantic amount of useful information and presented in obvious and
readable formats including well drawn graphs and done well photos. Every athlete must browse it!



Worth way more and packed full of great info! Some books stink in Kindle format, but this one is
usually readable and excellently formatted by way of a professional publisher (Human being
Kinetics, Champaign, Illinois) and not simply a Kindle self-published mess. The copy here's clean, as
are the photos and images, and satisfying to the eyes and mind.Enjoy! Thanks, Dr. Stoppani.
Recommended Insightful reference for all those thinking about body modification.Also lists relevant
micronutrient details for hormonal support (which, if left unattended can undermine results)Readable
and follow. Best for all fitness levels Even for anyone who has been working out in a variety of
gyms for years, there are several unfamiliar exercises and routines. Makes it simple to keep your
routine fresh and to find a novel exercise for any body part that you want to target. Highly
recommmended. but I do enjoy having this publication as a reference If you are serious about
learning more than just what routine to do each day, this is a helpful publication. But if you're buying
book that reduces all the exercises associated with muscle groups, provides detailed schooling
regiments and nutritional suggestions, than this is what you are looking for. I have also carried out
his shortcut to shred system, and utilized it as a bottom for making my own program aswell. This
book has reminded me of most I've learned since I began weight training exercise in '69. Kindle
version: Solid advanced principles focus on the science of body strength and mass building. I think it
is cash well spent. In a neat concise format Jim will answer your questions overall shebang. The
reserve is crucial read and maintain it handy for a trusted reference source. No way to go wrong
here. Great book of a complete Master! Good gift aswell fir the workout enthusiast Extremely
detailed document with info for all fitness enthusiast. Lovely and worthwhile to get it all in a single
place. Movies featuring the author are also available online I have done plenty of homework upon
this book perfectly. All the ways of exercising were detailed and it was good to be well. I purchased
it because I acquired to accomplish my homework. I wanted to exercise once, therefore i wondered
whether this exercise program was effective or not. Well worth every penny! Also includes most, if
not all, exercises with photos and routines from whole-body exercises in one session to two-a-
times.!! I had thought that I needed the paper version to permit flipping to pertinent sections, but one
reviewer stated the cheaply thin paper (tsk tsk, Human Kinetics Publishing) and I wanted this
publication in pristine form for life.. Great tool. I appreciate the Kindle format for my Paperwhite, iPad,
and MacBook, as the photos, statistics, and charts are displayed well. It's like conserving all those
years of study of Dr.. Great book For my personal use helps me personally get the info I need
Everything you could wish to know Fitness plans for all levels Great ! they will educate you on and
explain why points are important and the most important thing about each of them! I recommend it
for Bodybuilding, Fitness, and all strength sports activities .PHD.Stoppani in a publication that can be
understood by everyone in a month or less! Phenomenal book for anyone who has been lifting for
several years and needed a refresher.I appreciate that Jim includes a science background (actually
if this simple truth is over-touted online, specifically the kitschy check tubes and food-colored water
on some of these videos--silly! I'll update my review after that.
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